I. INTRODUCTION
In performing engineering or scientific data analysis It frequently becomes necessary to examine data which Is a single valued function of two Independent variables. A common and useful technique for displaying such data Is through the use of contour plots. When three Independent variables kre Involved any method of graphic display is cumbersome, but the plotting of contours In two dimensions for several values of the third independent variable may be the most practical alternative.
Organizations heavily Involved in scientific computation utlllzlrg digital computers frequently need to reduce results into an easily comprehendable form such as contour plots. Accordingly, It is highly desirable that an easy to use subroutine for contour plotting be available for the organization's computer users, CONTUR is such a subroutine, written in FORTRAN iV, and hence, is compatible with many digital computers in use today. The subroutine described herein was designed to work in conjunction with the California Computer Products, model 780 digital, incremental plotting system and the associated plotting subroutines in use at BRL, However, with simple modifications, CONTUR may be used with other forms of graphic display equipment.
II. ALGORITHM
The data for which contours are to be drawn is assumed to be a discrete tabulation of the single valued function
for x,y, in the range over which contours are desired. For a fixed Z, Z=Z 0 , Eq, (l) maybe written
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In this form the curve is called a contour and In general a different contour would occur for each value of Z . Usually the function, f(x,y) la not known, the data arising either from experiment or by numerical approximation techniques. Hence, the explicit expression as a function of x and Z 0 , Eq. (2\ Is not available and a numerical procedure for determining the contours Is necessary.
The algorithm described below represents a significant simplification of the algorithm described by James Downing [l] . 
If the quantity
is greater than zero, the entire segment is either above or belov Z , if L equals zero, either 7 or Z is equal to 7 , and If A 1» less than zero the contour intersects the segment. In this laet caae the point of infrsectlon, x is found by linear interpolation f se^ BRLESC users should note that the positioning on the plotter page and scales used by GONIUR are determined by the latest reference to PLTCCS.
[l] Thus, it may be necessary to reset the plotting scales before calling CONTUR. It.
V. PLTCCD INHJT VARIABLES
Nal,LaO -signifies that a line plot Is to be drawn. Reorder the PX and FY arrays so that the data is plotted consecutively.
PX(l)
Arrange data so that the two contour segments are in correct order and plot them. 
